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Introduction: Shaping Relationships by Space and Symbol
This essay explores how colonial legacies continue to affect people with severe mental illness in
Australia, sometimes positively but mostly adversely. The exploration begins over two centuries ago
when colonial white settlers brought with them an intention to own land. Along with this intention they
brought their knowledge of how to manage large spaces by the use of European mapping, naming of
places, British law, architecture and institutions.
This paper follows the trail of how settlers shaped Australian landscapes with their laws that in
turn helped to determine a hierarchy of colonial social relationships. Sherene Razack in her work
on space, race and the law, argues that land, when it is set aside for specific purposes by statutes
or government acts, is a statement about race and culture. Law plays a direct role in producing
space by stipulating land use and purpose.1 For people with a mental illness in Australia an
abiding fact is governments’ regulation of their personhood stretching back to colonial times.
Laws were statements about their sanity. Asylums were statements about their place. In the State
of Victoria, for example, before Federation in 1901, until now, there have been over 60 Lunacy
Acts, Lunacy Statutes, Mental Hygiene Acts, and Mental Health Acts beginning with the Colony
of New South Wales Lunacy Act of 1928. A new Victorian Mental Health Act will come into
existence in 2013. Added to this number are the many Commonwealth Acts since 1901 such as
the Disability Services Act 1992.
This paper argues that, since early colonial times, governments’ difficulties around distinguishing
and accommodating the treatment and support needs of people with a mental illness from the legal
convictions and subsequent incarceration in jails of criminals continues.
This paper also considers how symbols and myths about mental illness were intertwined with
decisions about land use and status. Importantly, settlers also brought with them primal and
archetypal symbols of mental illness from early Greek and Hebrew mythology. Myths help us make
sense of our world and are our way ‘of finding meaning and significance’ and interpreting things that
seem senseless. They are, therefore, not outdated ancient stories but remain as interpretative
apparatus.2
Paul Ricoeur, in his The Symbolism of Evil, sketches a theory of how ancient symbols and myths
continue their role in modern society by investigating one symbol, that of evil. He tracks how this
symbol changed in language over time with focus on alternate primary symbols of sin, defilement
and guilt. Symbols are not descriptive but interpretative. The emotions evoked by the symbol evil
and its variations in language remain in our unconscious, and thus possess the ability to transcend
linear time.3
A primary symbol relating to mental illness and how it resonates in our modern society can be
observed by reading the Greek mythical story of ‘Cassandra’, the daughter of Priam, king of Troy.
Cassandra’s great beauty prompted Apollo to grant her the gift of prophecy. When Cassandra refused
to return his love, Apollo inflicted retribution by damning her and her descendants so that their
prophecies would never be believed. His maledictions resulted in Cassandra’s true prophecies being
dismissed as messages from a madwoman and led to the fall of Troy and the destruction of an
empire.
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The Cassandra myth, and its primary symbol, ‘the curse’, has been used through time to describe
different forms of mental illness. The meaning of ‘the curse’ is mediated by the myth itself. Over
time it has evoked interpretative symbols such as mania, hysteria, demonic, irrationality, insanity and
derangement. Today, people with schizophrenia feel that the diagnostic label of schizophrenia is a
curse in itself. The negativity of such symbols is used to define ‘the other’ or ‘otherness’, presenting
a need for denouncement and excommunication of the person and the condition. Inhumane actions
towards psychotic persons in the not-too-distant past included burning at the stake, chaining, casting
out evil spirits, beatings, dunking in ice-cold water, trephining or drilling holes in the head to release
demons, and nakedness. In recent times lobotomies, exorcisms, electro-cardio therapy or shock
treatment (ECT), hosing down, straightjackets, excessive medication and seclusion were, or are, used
to contain and relieve ‘demonic’effects.
Mental health professionals today use the term ‘Cassandra Complex’ to describe their clients’
suffering, especially when their personal stories are not believed. It is a term used across many
disciplines especially by environmentalists who currently see their research and subsequent
prophesies as stuck in the ‘Cassandra dilemma’. They can foretell the outcomes of weather change
but without adequate response from societies or governments.4
Hogarth’s 18th century painting, commonly called ‘Bedlam’, the 8th in his series recognized for their
perceptive and ironic view of society, depicts British upper-class women paying to view lunatics at
St Mary’s of Bethlehem (Bedlam) for amusement. It assumes a clear separation of the so-called
‘normal’ from the ‘cursed’, the ‘sane’ from the ‘insane’, capturing the intrigue evoked by lunacy.
Bedlam is now a word in the vernacular to depict chaotic noise; its roots are in a lunatic asylum.
In this paper we shall draw on examples from the colonial institution, Aradale Lunatic Asylum, to
observe how people with a mental illness who were institutionalized in prison-like circumstances had
to pass rigorous tests before permitted back into society.
The story begins with Australia’s white settlement in 1788. Australia was a colonial settler society,
as were South Africa, Aotearoa New Zealand and Canada, all with considerable autonomy.5 John
Hinkson argues that the authority and power base of settler colonialism as a practice was based in its
white culture.6 All colonial settler societies had a similar narrative where power was based in the
sameness of settlers. White skin, Christian beliefs, a hunger for land, maleness and fearlessness were
considered essential ingredients for the creation and maintenance of settlement spaces where settlers
could survive and thrive.7 This ideal of sameness gave colonial settlers authority for the
displacement, containment, assimilation and genocide of indigenous peoples. I argue that it also gave
authority for the imprisonment and setting apart of people with mental disorders.
Settlers viewed sameness as providing an ideal space for the overturning of the English class system
for a more egalitarian one. Over time, Australia was known as a democratic workingman’s utopia but
only for its white men. Fairness was an integral part of democracy for men. Others, including
women, migrants, people with disabilities and those with a mental illness, were allocated their social
spaces or land in the colonial hierarchy, reinforced by laws. Gaia Giuliani discusses the perennial
anxiety of settlers regarding their ‘political space’ and the need for its permanent protection.8 One
catches a glimpse of these beliefs and anxieties even today when Australian workers feel under
significant threat from asylum seekers, refugees or 457 visa holders who are accused of jumping
queues or taking Australian jobs.
People with mental illness, or ‘lunatics’ as they were labelled during Australian colonial settlement,
therefore belonged to a group that was defined socially and economically by the space allocated to
them, by law and by the power of symbols. The symbol of ‘lunacy’ and its noun ‘lunatic’ were used
formally until well into the 20th century. Australia’s first institutions, specifically for people with
mental illness, were labelled ‘lunatic asylums’. Lunacy is an archetypal value-laden symbol used to
explain intermittent insanity relating to phases of the moon and conveying madness, idiocy, insanity
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or mental unsoundness that dispossesses a person of their civil rights. In colloquial language it is
used to depict irrational behavior with negative connotations.
Australia’s Early Colonial Times
For the first twenty years of the Colony of New South Wales, from 1788, lunacy was managed
within the parameters of benevolence, in tune with England’s Poor Laws whereby churches and
associated charitable societies looked after the poor and those with mental disorders. Lunacy,
therefore, was excluded from the Colonial Medical Service’s scope, and not viewed as a medical
problem, leaving people with mental illness outside social, economic and political structures, free to
roam city streets as long as they presented no threat to the colonial society. There were no
workhouses as in the ‘mother country’ where the poor, destitute and disabled, labelled as paupers,
worked for their food and keep. As population increased steadily with the arrival of free and
pardoned convicts, there were also more ‘lunatics’ as well as those who could not support
themselves. This first colonial government’s solution was to house them at the Parramatta gaol, on
the outskirts of Sydney town, along with other prisoners where they were ‘subject to the vicissitudes
of inmates and staff alike’.9 This was the beginning of a blurring of prisoners and people with mental
illness; a blurring that was to continue for the next two centuries.
The first colonial lunatic asylum was set up in 1811 under the direction of Governor Macquarie. It
was established at Castle Hill, on the periphery of settlement. Located in a disused convict barracks,
under control of the military commandant, without input from the medical establishment and with the
aim of containment, Castle Hill kept ‘lunatics’ isolated from society.
As JP Parkinson argues in his article, ‘The Castle Hill Lunatic Asylum 1811-1826’ in the Australian
and New Zealand Journal of Psychiatry ‘the first doctors were themselves convicts, who were in
conflict with a sternly moral lay superintendent’ who was part of a European approach that believed
in making the asylum’s environment as homely as possible without direct interventions. It was a
time when everyone was forced to accept makeshift arrangements and compromises. In the end,
segregation, not treatment nor the environment, seemed to be the chief concern. Patients’ diagnoses
illustrate this pragmatism. By taking stock of how many wards were available and how segregation
could be managed, Castle Hill medical doctors used the four diagnostic areas of ‘Maniac’,
‘Melancholia’, ‘Epilepsia’ and ‘Women’ (sic) according to the number of wards and space in the
wards.10.
In 1834 a Royal Commission in England recognized lunacy as a medical condition and separated it
from poor law practices and placed it under the administration of the medical system. But Governor
George Gipps, governor of the colony of New South Wales 1838-1845, remained firm in his beliefs
that lunacy could not be aided by medical intervention and should not be located in hospital settings.
He stated that: “…the lunatic asylum is not a hospital, it therefore is not under the charge of the
Deputy Inspector general of Hospitals …”11
The Governor decided the fate of colonial lunatics according to the pragmatics of the day despite the
fact that New South Wales was a colony. Geographical distancing from homeland Britain gave a
degree of independence to Governors, allowing such an incredulous decision without public debate.
Victoria was part of the colony of New South Wales until 1851. The land around Melbourne was
settled in 1835 led by entrepreneur John Batman from Tasmania with the help of aboriginal
interpreters. Melbourne grew quickly because, despite the doctrine of ‘terra nullius’ being imposed
by Governor Bourke to prevent indigenous people from trading land, the settlers’ displacement of
indigenous peoples and acquisition of land was not stopped.12
In Melbourne, if people with a mental illness caused any disturbance they were incarcerated at the
Collins Street gaol. The first governor of Victoria, George Gipps, authorized the building of
additional cells at the jail to ‘house the lunatics’.13 Soon after, overcrowding brought about a mixing
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of prisoners with people with mental illness. In 1845, for reasons unknown, Gipps revisited his
previous decision to keep lunatics under the protection of charity. He passed laws that placed them
under the jurisdiction of the Director General of Hospitals. Physicians and surgeons were given
authority to diagnose and arrange detainment of people in asylums if, of course, there was room.
As a result, Yarra Bend Lunatic Asylum was established in 1848 in Melbourne as a satellite of
Tarban Creek Lunatic Asylum (later Gladesville Mental Hospital in New South Wales). It was
purpose-built in blue stone with low-rise rambling buildings overlooking the Yarra River. Many
patients were transferred from Melbourne Gaol. The following categories were used by doctors
diagnosing the first ten patients entering the Asylum in 1848: ‘idiotic’, ‘insanity’, ‘melancholia’,
‘chronic mania’, ‘raving madness’, ‘dissolute habits’, ‘chronic incoherence’, ‘intemperate’, ‘mania’,
and ‘acute mania’. Each diagnosis carries with it a powerful symbolic interpretation of a patient’s
human worth. These ten patients ranged from 22 years to 35 years old. Their status as convict, exconvict or free settler was often not noted. This was probably due to the immediate pragmatic needs
of society to place psychotic people in a secure place, out of the way.14
When surgeon Thomas Embling was 36 years old, he travelled from Britain to take up his position as
the first medical officer at Yarra Bend. He was passionate about improving the people with mental
illness. He wrote about his abhorrence at patients “running wild and eating off the ground”. The
Asylum was situated at the junction or bend where Merri Creek meets the Yarra River, then swampy
marshland. In his diary he wrote about ‘brawling attendants addicted to drink supervising the idiots
and lunatics’. He records that he was kept awake for hours at night with yelling, screaming,
stamping, hammering. The public became aware of the cruelty metered out to inmates when his
letters were published in The Argus newspaper.15

Figure 1: Yarra Bend Lunatic Asylum (Source: Darebin Library, permission not required)

As a result of Embling’s intercession for improved conditions, a Parliamentary Inquiry, by a select
committee, was conducted into conditions at Yarra Bend Asylum in 1852, a year after Victoria
became a colony and Yarra Bend an asylum in its own right. Its findings included evidence of sexual
and physical abuse, poor treatment and patients kept in straitjackets, cots and baths. Many had their
hands padlocked into leather gloves because it was believed masturbation was a cause of lunacy.16
As a result of the Inquiry, all employees lost their jobs, including Thomas Embling. The land was
drained and conditions overall improved thus assuring those in positions of authority that they were
humanitarian in their approach to lunatics despite all the difficulties that had been experienced during
the growth of the settlement.17 Despite a more humane approach there seemed to be ambivalence in
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attitudes, and while lunatics received care and accommodation, they continued to be kept secluded,
away from central Melbourne.
Psychiatrists and medical doctors working with people with mental illness in colonial times were
also viewed, like their patients, as on the edge of settler society. Richard Keller, in his ‘Madness and
Colonization: Psychiatry in British and French Empires 1800-1962’, notes that psychiatrists in
British and French empires were placed in a ‘unique space between social and natural
sciences…which constituted a crucial locus for study of the relationship between knowledge and
power’.18 Paul Ricoeur calls this space, born out of fear, as a point of ‘ethical terror’.19 It was a space
between medicine and politics that further sculptured relationships between lunatics and community.
It is not surprising that RM Schumacher’s research in 1973 showed Australian psychiatrists as the
most pragmatic, eclectic and flexible in the world.20
When Yarra Bend was closed in 1925 some buildings became part of Fairlea Women’s Prison, in
operation from 1832 to 1996. The modern day institution Forensicare, purpose built for people with a
severe mental illness who have committed a crime and opened in 1996, is adjacent to this early site.
Once space is set aside for specific necessary but unpopular purposes and backed by legislation, it is
difficult even centuries later, to change.
Aboriginal society was also placed outside of settlers’ space. Abutting the walls of Yarra Bend
Asylum was the aboriginal school and farm tended by Aboriginal men. Colonial government
rationalized this as a way of civilizing and integrating males ‘through rigor and discipline acquired
by agricultural work and attachment to a circumscribed place’.21 Today this seems incredulous as we
begin to understand the sophistication of Aboriginal adaptive land management for over 40,000 years
as well as their communication technologies to every corner of the Australian continent.22
For people with a mental illness, the establishment of an in-between space has proved difficult to
eradicate.23 This space was all too often a kind of purgatory or a Dante’s inferno. From their position
in purgatory, we shall observe by considering files from Aradale Lunatic Asylum in colonial times,
how people with a mental illness had to pass rigorous tests to prove their sanity before authorization
to reclaim their place in colonial society. The spaces allocated to people with a mental illness and
aboriginal peoples, on the edge of society at Yarra Bend, metaphorically defined their actual sociopolitical positioning in this colonial outpost.24
Aradale Lunatic Asylum at Ararat
To develop the argument that our colonial past is still contained in our current attitudes and
approaches to people with a mental illness, this paper explores the Aradale Lunatic Asylum built on
the outskirts of Ararat in rural Victoria, some 200 kilometres from Melbourne. It was opened and on
October 27, 1867 operated under the newly instigated 1867 Lunacy Statute (No. 309) in the
Victorian Government Gazette, October 1867. Under this Statute the Chief Secretary had to sign the
warrant for admission. File keeping and processes were prescribed by this and previous acts as well
as tried routines, mostly from England.
I chose Aradale because its records have been preserved at the Public Records Office of Victoria
(PROV) and are available for research.25 They are full of insight and description of the history and
experience of mental health provision. Further, Victoria was the State with the largest institutions for
‘lunatics’ and was first to begin the process of deinstitutionalization in the late 1950s. As such, it
developed more comprehensive community residential and mental health rehabilitation and support
services. In addition, under the jurisdiction of Aradale Lunatic Asylum was the famous J Ward,
regarded as the harshest and cruelest asylum for the criminally insane in Australia.
The building of three new purpose-built ‘sister’ lunatic asylums located at Ararat in 1867, Kew in
1871, and Beechworth in 1872 was made urgent by increasing populations due in large part to the
1850s gold rush. The building styles were based on Hanwell Asylum in England, an example of a
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‘barracks style’ with two great wings, one each for women and men. Their architecture, Ha Ha
walls26, strict rules and language were more in line with prison-like deterrence rather than supporting
patients’ return to mental wellbeing.
Sites for asylums were chosen for their rural, in-between locations, away from town centres and with
expansive grounds for farming. Kew, the largest asylum ever built in Australia with its surrounding
398 acres, and the smaller versions at Beechworth and Ararat with over 200 acres, were chosen to
convey wide-held ostensible beliefs, articulated by Elizabeth Fry and her Quaker colleagues, and the
evangelical libertarian William Wilberforce, all from England, about the importance of engaging
with nature and work as cures for madness.
Work was the central principle around which the asylum’s day-to-day activities were organized.
Every ‘inmate’ was expected to work with jobs for men and women divided according to their job
roles in wider society. As Michel Foucault observes in his book Madness and Civilization ‘the
pressures of the healthiest needs, the rhythm of the days and the seasons, the calm necessity to feed
and shelter oneself, constrain the disorder of madmen to regular observance’.27

Figure 2: View from the gate house of Aradale Lunatic Asylum at Ararat, c1880. Source State Library of Victoria.
Permission not required due to the age of the photo.

The first patients, men and women, arrived on 19th October 1867, before all the buildings, numbering
over 60, were completed. Eight out of ten patients were noted as from England, Ireland, Scotland or
Wales, the rest from Victoria. I did not see any aboriginal or Chinese patients noted in the early
records, although surrounding prisons and other asylums did have representatives from these groups.
One patient was recorded from France. The first superintendent was a medically trained, Dr Phil
Robertson, who brought with him some knowledge of mental illness and ideas about treatments.
Businessmen headed most other asylums.
For the first few months after opening, patients were expected to provide labour for the means of
their own confinement. The pumping of water by hand was needed for mixing cement to complete
rendering of the brick asylum buildings and walls. It caused severe water shortages for everyday
needs. Women were put to sewing smocks or straight jackets. How such activities were rationalized
by authorities and ‘sold’ to patients can be viewed in the light of the colonial authority’s own views
of what was rational and what was insane.
Early case records for men and women, copies of correspondence, records of seclusion or solitary
confinement, finance records and monthly visitors’ reports were all kept in large leather bound books
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as per Figure 3. These books contain a coalescence of English and Victorian statutory obligations as
well as ideologies, current good practice, stigma, myths, and symbols associated with mental illness.
Case file notes provided a basis for keeping ‘inmates’ within the walls of the asylum for years longer
than necessary. Today, many of the practices, symbols, myths, file keeping and attitudes continue,
hence the naming of this paper, ‘The Tyranny of the Leather Book’.

Figure 3. Male File book 1867 to 1906

The male patients listed in intake files included boot makers, miners, carpenters, stable hands,
gardeners and labourers. Women had worked as domestic servants, machinist, housewives, cleaners,
gatekeepers, seamstresses and teachers. The ‘form of insanity’ in each patient’s intake file was noted
as one of the following: mania, melancholia, delirium, dementia, imbecility, morbidity, idiocy,
suicidal, delusional, incoherent, religious mania or acute mania. Over 90% of patients brought to the
asylum were found wandering around by police. The remaining 10% were brought by a family
member or by the local horse and carriage carrier who, on the instructions of the medical
superintendent, was engaged by the asylum to collect and bring patients from surrounding rural
towns. Other notations in the files included names of family members, physical features, marks of
violence, head size and shape, religion, habits, temperance and cleanliness.
In the Case Book, Figure 4, each patient was allocated two pages. The first page was an intake file
noting personal details and diagnosis; the second was used for file notes and the post mortem.
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Figure 4: Intake file 31 year old Irish male transferred from Kew Asylum (Source: PROV VPRS 7403/P0001/11 Aradale Lunatic
Asylum, Case book of male patients, 1867-1906, reproduced with permission of the Keeper of Public Record, Public Records
Office of Victoria.

Following the Zox Royal Commission on Asylums for the Insane and Inebriate, (1884 to 1886), it
was a statutory requirement for every person who died in a Victorian Lunatic Asylum to be given a
post mortem by the Medical Superintendent within 48 hours.28 However, such humanity was short
lived. Paupers, after the post mortem results were carefully written on their file, were buried in
unmarked graves at the back of Ararat cemetery.
The Zox Royal Commission was critical of the management of all asylums, especially those in
Victoria because of conflicts of interest such as when asylum Superintendents were also authorized
inspectors. It stated that Victoria was ‘the maddest place in the world’.29 Reasons given included the
warm climate, loneliness, isolation and despair, an unfamiliar and disconcerting experience of the
land, and seasons in the reverse compared with England. Such formally stated opinions added weight
to beliefs and narratives that lunacy could be caught, like a cold, and that asylums should be situated
away from towns. An important recommendation made by the Commission was for the employment
of more medical personnel. On December 31, 1884 there were 3228 people incarcerated in Victoria’s
five lunatic asylums out of a total population of over 830,000.30
Property listed, in line with occupations – knives, pocket books, miner’s rights, purses – indicates
that most patients were from the working class; many were subsequently classified as paupers. A
very small number of patients had real estate property kept in trust pending early discharge, or sold
according to the judgment of the Master of Lunacy, to pay, for example, the costs associated with
time spent as a patient calculated in the 1890s at £1.10 per week.31
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Figure 5: File Notes and Post Mortem of a female patient 1885. Post Mortems noted Brain, Lungs, Heart, Liver and Kidneys.
(Source: PROV 7401/P0001/1. Aradale Lunatic Asylum Case Books of Female Patients, reproduced with permission of the Keeper
of Public Record, Public Records Office of Victoria.

During the economic depressions at the end of the 19th Century and again in the 1920s, Aradale
Asylum staff was subjected to wage reductions. However, wardens at J Ward for the criminally
insane maintained their bonuses in compensation for their difficult work. Stories about patients’
behaviour from workers and visitors fuelled both the local community and wider society’s fear of
people with a mental illness. Stories were filled with emotive symbolic language relating to danger,
terror, curses, irrational and violent behavior and the mercurial nature of inmates and situations.
They fed on each other, causing continuation of institutions long after they were outmoded.32
After its establishment, Aradale, in line with the philosophy that work helps to cure mental illness,
aimed for self-sustainability by growing vegetables, tending vineyard grapes and keeping livestock
and chickens. Even so, there were frequent large orders for bread, butter, eggs, oatmeal, sago, straw,
forage, calico, kerosene, leather and wood. Gallons of brandy were regularly ordered for medicinal
use and patient comfort. Given that most staff also lived at Aradale, the asylum often housed well
over 1500 people, larger than surrounding towns.
Those diagnosed with ‘acute mania’, some as young as 23 years old, often died within three or four
days of arrival. The reasons documented were ‘heart failure’, ‘exhaustion’ or ‘fatigue’. There were
no equivalents of modern medications, and laudanum or brandy did not work for all patients.33 Many
died young due to typhoid, phthisis (tuberculosis), syphilis, brain and other tumors, infections, ulcers
and amputations. These illnesses would not be labelled as such now but the medical profession had
no way of distinguishing a brain tumour from schizophrenia because they often presented with
similar symptoms. Similarly, tertiary syphilis could present with the symptoms of ‘mania’. The
decision of where to send a person with, for example, cerebral secondaries, depended on how the
illness presented. If the person was obviously physically ill, he or she was sent to the general
hospital. If the symptom presented as a mental problem, he or she was sent to the asylum. Physical
problems were often undiagnosed in asylums, similarly in the general population, and this myopic
division of treatment continues into the 21st Century. People with mental illness who have a
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diagnosis were, and still are, treated first and foremost for madness with their physical problems
often overlooked.
In 1868, when Ararat Asylum had been running for only three months it housed around 300 patients.
Then, the overall monthly account for January amounted to a total of £13,614.7.4. Clothes cost an
extra £2,654.1.11 with patients wearing clothes provided including ‘smocks’— the name for
straitjackets. In general, there were constant shortages in supplies, food, farming equipment, building
materials and farm stock. The British government authorized colonial governments, usually via their
State Lunacy Department, permission to spend hugely for the containment and seclusion of lunatics
via land, buildings and running expenses. In Victoria, all accounts were paid directly from the State
Lunacy Department until well into the 20th Century.34
Seclusion was the main means of controlling ‘bad’ behaviour. The Seclusion Book, also leather
bound, contained a weekly page for men and women, noting the hours and names of patients who
spent time in solitary confinement. The Medical Superintendent signed each page. Together with
medications, seclusion remains the main means of constraining patients in forensic settings and in
prisons. The reasons provided for seclusion, Figure 6, were noted as suicidal, escaping, violent or
excitable.
While the rhythm of work in asylums did act to calm some patients, others were forced to forego
activities that could have healed and calmed them, such as poetry, writing and art. Research shows
that creative activities such as art, sculpture, photography, writing or poetry, help calm the brain and
prevent re-hospitalizations by over 90%.35 In the 1860s, Rule 157 was written on a post at the
bottom of the stairs at Freemantle Lunatic Asylum36, ‘A prisoner…who shall have… pencil or
writing material of any description not authorized…shall be reported, and all such articles shall be
immediately confiscated.’ Freemantle Asylum is now Freemantle Arts Centre and Rule 157 has been
copied onto a plaque on the same post. One poet, on reading this rule, wrote:
Gagged by remembered pain
I sit with jaws straight,
chained tongue chokes articulation.
Storms rave off the coast.
My heart shakes my rib-cage,
blood-boltered words assault veins,
each sentence fierce like rain blackened
punches, wave upon wave, on sand.37
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Figure 6: Seclusion Record for Week Ending 25 April 1868 with hours each patient spent in seclusion signed by the Medical
Superintendent (Source: PROV VPRS 7455/P0001/5. Reproduced with permission of the Keeper of Public Records, Public
Records Office of Victoria.

A patient at Aradale was classified as a ‘pauper’ if a family member could not pay, or contribute to
their expenses. This status, used until the introduction of welfare payments post World War II, was
duly noted on their file, usually alongside religion. Monthly invoices noted amounts payable as
‘expenses’ rather than ‘fees’ in accordance with directives from the State Lunacy Department. The
Master-in-Lunacy had authority to sell a patient’s property and claim expenses relating to their
incarceration.
Official visitors (OV), Figure 7, reported monthly on the food and cleanliness as well as the number
of men and women patients and numbers in bed. The letters, again, were written and signed in a
bound leather book and are especially useful for their recordings of patient demographics. Not noted
in Official Visitors’ letters or the Seclusion Book was the number of patients tied to chairs, in
straightjackets, with hands strapped to leather belts or in thick gloves, who had their teeth removed
for biting or kept immobile by boarding or using pieces of wood tied or screwed in a rectangle
around the patient.
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Figure 7: PROV 7525 P0001/1 Aradale Lunatic Asylum Correspondence, Letter from Official Visitor (OV) 26th February 1897 giving
numbers of male and female patients, numbers in bed and comments on cleanliness and stores of food. Reproduced with
permission of the Keeper of Public Records, Public Records Office of Victoria.

Translation: Visited this day David Morris OV 26th Feb 1897

Visited this day David Morrison OV, T Toring? JP Mayor, M Campbell OV
March 2, 1897 – On Friday the 28th February we made our usual monthly official visit the Ararat Asylum for the Insane
and have the honour to report that we found the Asylum in a very satisfactory condition, both male and female
divisions being clean and orderly and the physical health of the inmates good, only 3 being confined to bed, 2 males and
1 female, out of a total of 663. The provisions of bread, butter and cheeses were of good quantity. The records show
that since our last mthly visit, there have been 2 new admissions: one male and 1 female, and 1 female returned from
leave during the same period 2 females discharged and 3 males died, the number in the Asylum on the day of our visit
665 – 389 males and 276 females with 48 of the males being located in J Ward.
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From this purgatory it was difficult to pass the rigorous tests required for discharge. Many patients
were mentally well for several years before the required medical certificate was obtained.

Figure 8: Discharge authorized in 1884 following two file notes in 1883 - ‘has been quiet and well behaved for last five years’ and
‘allowed out on probation with her husband’. Note the previous file note was 9 years before in 1874.

File notes, Figure 8, show that for this female patient it took five years of ‘exemplary behaviour’
before discharge occurred. At the same time, there are letters on other patients’ files expressing
thanks for the kindness and care they, or their spouse, experienced while in the asylum.
When Her Majesty’s (HM) Prison, Gaol Ward, which had been in operation since 1859 and was only
2 kilometres from the Aradale Asylum, was decommissioned in 1886 due to the end of the gold rush,
it was acquired by the Victorian Lunacy Department and placed under the jurisdiction of Aradale
Lunatic Asylum. The gallows, where three young men had been hung not long before, were removed
and the complex was commissioned for criminally insane patients. ‘Gaol Ward’ was changed to ‘J
Ward’ with the ‘J’ standing for jail. It reopened for male patients in 1888 as an interim measure but
remained in operation until 1991.
J Ward was a large blue stone structure, architecturally similar to Melbourne Gaol and many of the
HM prisons built in Australia. It housed 60 male criminally insane patients. According to Sean
O’Toole, Australia’s prison architecture is credited, in the main, to the English Royal Engineers and
reflected this military influence in the Australian colony. Ararat prison was built according to the
architectural and structural features of the English Pentonville Model Prison designed to punish by
isolation, seclusion and silence.38
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Figure 9: The dent and marks in bluestone wall at J Ward are the spots where inmates wore away the stones as they
warmed themselves after the sun had warmed the stones. Temperatures drop to below zero centigrade during
winter. Source: photo by Joan Clarke, used with permission of the Friends of J Ward.

There are considerable issues with prisons being turned into asylums for people with mental illness
or, as is currently the case, people being sent to prison because there is nowhere else to put them. The
architecture at J Ward helped to determine the social culture including freedoms, constraints and
routines. A visit to J Ward, now a museum, allows one to witness firsthand how its architecture
promoted and maintained an inhumane and socially isolating experience for patients. The cell doors
remain as huge, heavy iron constructions that clang when opening and closing. J Ward is a good
illustration of the impossible challenges around changing an institution built for one purpose to serve
different purposes and the long-term effects of this mismatch.
The pragmatism of turning a prison into an asylum was, I submit, based on the colonialists’
pragmatism as well as their beliefs and fears regarding people classed as criminal lunatics. In the end
the asylums and prisons resembled one another with the sad consequences of patients living with ‘the
curse’ without hope, excommunicated for the rest of their lives in institutions with strict rules and
grinding daily chores.
Patients who were viewed as difficult to handle at Aradale were sent the two kilometres to J Ward
even though they did not fulfill the entry criterion relating to crime. When the changeover from the
prison to J Ward occurred, many of the prison’s workers moved into new jobs in J Ward. What staff
had learned as prison warden/officer they transferred to the job of asylum warden with the similar
routines, rules, disciplines and punishments.
J Ward is now a museum. The photographic view, Fig 10, shows how mentally ill patients were kept
isolated in the same manner as prisoners in the building’s previous life as a gaol. Cell doors were
shut at 4 pm and patients were kept inside until the next morning. Windows were blackened only
allowing a small amount of light at their top to prevent patients from seeing the yard. From the
viewing platform above, all cell doors were monitored, and patients were also under constant
surveillance when they were in corridors. During daytime most patients were permitted into a yard
surrounded by a high bluestone wall, well-bolted prison gate and prison towers, which were not
dismantled until 1966. Under guard they worked in the vegetable gardens. There are no public
accessible patient files from J Ward. However, many of the group entrusted with the museum’s
maintenance, called Friends of J Ward, once worked there as wardens and are now leading official
tours, providing their personal experiences of their work roles, patients and management.
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Figure 10: View of J Ward cells for criminal lunatics with see-through mesh and straitjacket. Source: Joan Clarke
with permission of the Friends of J Ward.

Much of the local economy of greater Ararat evolved around Aradale Lunatic Asylum and J Ward,
with generations of workers from the same families employed over decades. When the Aradale
Lunatic Asylum closed in 1992 many local suppliers as well as people who worked at the Asylum as
ward attendants, kitchen hands, gardeners, nurses, laundresses, carriers and labourers, mourned the
loss of their livelihood. Soon after, however, many were re-engaged to run boarding houses, special
accommodation homes and rehabilitation services for recently deinstitutionalized patients. That the
same people provided this new form of care made it difficult to introduce more enlightened values
and practices that in turn hindered the recovery of ex-patients.
End of Colonial Rule and Birth of Federation 1901
With the birth of Federation in 1901, colonial government ceased but there was no discernable
change in the management of asylums. Numbers of patients increased in line with population growth.
The Lunacy Act of 1903 changed the title of asylums to ‘Hospitals for the Insane’. The introduction
of aged pension in 1909 and invalid pension in 1910 brought about changes to the financial status of
some patients in public mental health institutions. Language again changed after the Victorian
Mental Hygiene Act of 1933 decreed the government department’s name as Department of Mental
Hygiene. In line with the Zox Royal Commission’s recommendations more medical staff were
employed in institutions. Patients’ file notes remained much the same with similar formats and few
case notes until well into the 1950s. ECT or shock therapy was used extensively from the 1940s,
lobotomies were performed on those whose behaviour was viewed as difficult, and psychoanalysis
was introduced.
It was in the late 1950s that major changes occurred with new medications allowing shorter and
fewer hospital stays. Also improved management of mental illness by both medical staff and people
themselves in turn promulgated the beginnings of deinstitutionalization in the late 1950s continuing
until 2000 in Victoria. In this sense Victoria was more advanced than other States
During the period of deinstitutionalization large psychiatric hospitals and institutions were closed
and patients relocated into boarding houses, community housing, residential rehabilitation units and
community care units. Initially this idealistic decision was intended to transfer money and resources
from institutions into community mental health services, including housing. Victoria was the only
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State to hypothecate some monies saved from closure of institutions, estimated at $137m, into
expanded community-based clinical services.39
Some articulate spokespeople who had experienced life as psychiatric patients in institutions became
more vocal in the 1990s, calling the years between 1990 and 2000 ‘The Decade of Recovery’, and
referred to themselves as, ‘consumers’ or ‘survivors’.40 They were part of the global consumer
movement that included champions and consumers who had become extremely outspoken on
significant issues. In 1993 the National Consumer Advisory Group (NCAG) was established as part
of the National Mental Health Strategy. Its members included consumers, carers and State and
Territory heads of mental health programs. However, its existence was short lived and was disbanded
in 1996.
Many Australians with mental illness began living successful lives as poets, writers, politicians,
artists, television presenters, university lecturers, concert pianists, chefs, kitchen hands, journalists,
sportspeople, professional support people and in a myriad of other job roles. Many found role models
in articulate, well-educated consumers from the USA, Britain and other Western countries. But many
found their recovery longer and harder than it needed to be. They relate that with their diagnosis
signalled the beginning of a ‘radically dehumanizing and devaluing transformation from being a
person to being an illness’, from being Patrick or Patricia, to being known as ‘a schizophrenic’.41
Mothers with a severe mental illness with dependent children in their care have always been
subjected to greater scrutiny. Removal of children, was, and still is, an integral way society deals
with mothers deemed unfit because of their mental illness. So acceptable is the removal of children
from mothers with mental illness that there is little research on the subject in Australia. One
significant research project in 1994 reviewed a support program set up in Melbourne’s inner east for
women with mental illness who also had to care for their children. An unexpected finding was that,
in this small geographical area, 110 children were removed from their mothers’ care over a 12-month
period due to her mental illness. What is even more disturbing is that it is likely that this was a very
conservative number given that many mothers with psychiatric disorders often ‘lie low’ following a
diagnosis or try to escape diagnosis for fear of having their children removed.42
The language of mental illness, discussed earlier in the myth of Cassandra with its symbol of the
‘curse’ and used over centuries to describe persons or situations with mental illness, is a major
symbol that remains in our unconscious and evokes interpretations and, in turn, attitudes. Sandy
Jeffs, is a writer and poet in Melbourne who was diagnosed with schizophrenia when she was in her
early 20s. In 2004, she received critical acclaim for her autobiography, Flying with Paper Wings:
Reflections on Living with Madness.43 In her poem ‘A Thesaurus of Madness’ she makes poetry of
words that people have used to personally label her or her friends and colleagues: 44
Being a madwoman, I am also a lunatic, a mental case, a bedlamite, a screwball, a nut, a loon,
a loony, a madcap, a mad dog, a psychopath, a maniac, a hysteric, a psychotic, a manic
depressive, a megalomaniac, a pyromaniac, a kleptomaniac, a crackpot, an eccentric, an
oddity, an idiot, a basket case, demented, moon-struck, unhinged, dippy, loopy, distracted,
pixy-led, certifiable, crazy, loco, psycho, a nutter, possessed, fevered, bonkers, obsessed,
bedeviled, troppo, starkers, schizo, potty, nuts daft, dilly, a crackbrain, a fruit-cake, touched.
Being insane, I suffer from: mental illness, psychiatric illness, brain damage, the curse,
unsoundness of mind, alienation, lunacy, madness, mental derangement, mental instability,
abnormal psychology, loss of reason, intellectual unbalance, mental decay, a darkened mind,
a troubled brain, a deranged intellect, nerves, imbecility, cretinism, morosis,
feeblemindedness, queerness, having a screw loose, bats in the belfry, rats in the upper storey,
nervous breakdowns.
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Being as I am, made that is, I must be: bananas, crackers, a camel short of a caravan, a ball
short of an over, a pad short of a kit, not in my right mind, bereft of reason, deprived of my
wits, as mad as a cut snake, a tinnie short of a slab, diseased in the mind, as mad as a hatter,
wildered in my wits, not the full quid, a brick short of a load, off my rocker, round the bend, a
candidate for Bedlam, foaming at the mouth, as mad as a meat axe, up the pole, a sandwich
short of a picnic, out of my tree, off my face, off my block, over the edge, off my saucer, a
shilling short of a pound, as silly as a wheel, off my trolley, as mad as a two-bob watch, a
shingle short and I have a kangaroo loose in the top paddock.
Being wild and distraught, I live in: a madhouse, a mental home, a mental hospital, an
asylum, an insane asylum, Bedlam, a booby hatch, a loony bin, a nut house, a bug house, a
psychiatric hospital, the rat house, the giggle factory, the rat factory, the funny farm.
I am many things, in many places.
Fool that I may be, mad that I may be.
I am, in all my precarious guises,
The creation of a cruel mind.45
Some have described Sandy as a modern-day Cassandra and Sandy herself equates her diagnosis,
schizophrenia, with the curse.46 Yet Sandy is not unheard and not unlistened to. The art of poetry
makes us care. Poetry is her great liberator. Perhaps it is the great educator. Within poetry, as
within art, suffering itself finds a purpose. Without it, all specialness as individual humans is locked
away. In her own words:
My poetry comes from my mad mind’s journey into its interior mindscape, the inner reaches
of the sickroom of the other side, from which it emerges in a creative capacity distilling the
many shades of life’s travails and joys.47
After the 1950s, people who were handed their metaphorical freedom and permitted to leave
psychiatric institutions found their lives in boarding houses, residential rehabilitation homes and
special accommodation houses a mixed blessing. For example, it was common practice for residents
in Melbourne’s residential service arrangements to be lined up, sometimes naked, for showers or to
see the medical doctor once a week, as in the institutions they had left. Expressing physical illness,
many were dismissed as having a cold or minor ailment, told to take an aspirin and lie down. Thirty
and forty year olds could be found dead in their rooms from medical conditions such as pneumonia.
From my experience this resulted from a combination of patients being unassertive, doctors not
following up symptoms, and accommodation proprietors not understanding the significance of
presenting symptoms. It is still the situation that access to modern investigations and treatments
occurs at a slower rate for people with mental illness due to poor resources, unskilled staff, isolation
and a general sense of disinterest towards those with psychiatric conditions.48
During the period of deinstitutionalization, a number of significant national bodies were set up to
assist development of national, State and Territory mental health policies and services. These
included the Mental Health Council of Australia (MHCA) in 1997 with representatives from all parts
of the mental health field and the National Mental Health Strategy and related five-year plans in
1993.49 The current Fourth National Mental Health Plan, 2009 to 2014 reinforces the principles,
priority areas, outcomes and actions of previous five-year plans. Social inclusion and recovery are
listed as the first of five priority areas.50
The long-term issue of a national disability insurance scheme has been recently addressed by the
Federal Government. Known as Disabilitycare, it began to take effect in all States and Territories of
Australia from July 2013. This comes after years of struggle by all disability advocacy groups. For
people with a mental illness, the MHCA over years made several deals with travel, health, home and
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superannuation insurance companies to ensure insurance coverage, given that States and Territories’
Mental Health Acts all have exempt clauses allowing refusal because of a person’s mental illness.
The changes discussed above are mixed with some towards positive reform and others showing the
hurdles people with a mental illness still had to contend with in their everyday living.
The Burdekin Inquiry Report
The most significant and comprehensive statement on the plight of Australian people with mental
illness today is found in the two-volume report of ‘The National Inquiry into the Human Rights of
People with Mental Illness in Australia 1993’. Known as The Burdekin Inquiry, it was established by
the Human Rights Commission in response to widespread ignorance about the nature and prevalence
of mental illness, pervasive discrimination, misconceptions about the number of people with mental
illness who are dangerous, and beliefs that few affected by mental illness ever recover to return to
work or live independently.
Between 1990 and 1993 three Commissioners, Brian Burdekin, Dame Margaret Guilfoyle and David
Hall, conducted the inquiry. The subsequent Burdekin Report highlighted many violations of human
rights for Australians with mental illness due partly to legislation and partly to stigma and
discrimination. It also discovered that savings from deinstitutionalization had not been redirected to
community mental health services. Lack of appropriate accommodation was also identified as the
biggest issue, an issue that Burdekin described as ‘outrageous’ and ‘appalling’.51
In recent interviews with David Hall I asked him about his lasting perceptions of The Burdekin
Inquiry. He related that what shocked him was not a lack of resources, but the outmoded attitudes
people held toward those with mental illness and how prevalent they were across Australia. Despite
evidence-based practice, and testimonies from people with a mental illness showing rehabilitation
and recovery were possible, many of those interviewed for The Burdekin Inquiry still believed that a
diagnosis of mental illness meant life was no longer worth living. David Hall pointed out that
government-funded mental health services reflected this attitude through appointing unqualified staff
to community-based support and rehabilitation services and arguing continually that minimal
resources were sufficient.
Language proved a barrier for individuals and groups who spoke English as a second language. For
example, in written and oral submissions from Aboriginal people, there were no words in their
languages for mental illness and no terminology equivalent in English to explain it. Indigenous
people referred to ‘evil spirits’ and ‘bad things’. David Hall recalled that experienced observers
expressed alarm at ‘the complete and general disrespect and insensitivity in local communities for
the mental and physical state of aboriginals’. He was particularly interested in how systemic issues,
such as the interaction between social security pensions and benefits, employment, housing and
general welfare services, presented, and still present, hurdles for those with mental illness.
David Hall said he could summarize the lasting impact of The Burdekin Inquiry in four points:
• it raised public awareness due to improved reporting in the media and the efforts of
community-based organizations to educate people;
• it gave professional respect for the work achieved in mental health by all disciplines—
psychiatric, social work, occupational therapy, psychology, community development;
• it initiated cross-sector liaisons;
• it gave recognition to the work of small community-based agencies providing long-term
rehabilitation.52
Twelve years later, in 2005, the MHCA conducted national consultations into what was happening
on a daily basis for people with mental illness. The report was called Not for Service: experiences of
injustice and despair in mental health care in Australia, 2005.53 The title of the report came from
evidence of two people living with severe mental illness, one in the country, one in a city. The first
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reported that when she rang for help, a mental health team member classified her as ‘not for service’.
The second person reported that people with severe mental illness live in the community with so
little support they are ‘living like ghosts’ and ‘dying alone’.54
In 2010, John Mendoza, former CEO of the MHCA and Chair of the National Advisory Council on
Mental Health, resigned his position because, in his words:
every day 330 Australians who present to emergency departments with serious mental
illnesses are turned away. Fewer than one in 15 is referred to any other service. Every day
more than 1200 Australians are refused admission to public or private psychiatric units.
Every day, at least seven people die as a result of suicide, with more than a third involving
people discharged too early and/or without care following hospitalization.
John Mendoza referred to The Burdekin Inquiry, stating that:
(The Burdekin) landmark report described a deplorable state of mental health services,
affecting more of the Australian community than most of us could imagine. Sadly these
conditions are still prevalent.55
In addition to these barriers to accessing clinical psychiatric services are the day-to-day struggles of
community-managed mental health services to remain viable. These are the services that provide
long-term psychiatric rehabilitation and support for those recovering from severe mental illness and
are funded by State, Territory and Commonwealth funds as well as private donations to church-based
welfare agencies. Professionals work alongside people for anything up to 18 months, helping them
regain their self confidence, lost skills, relearn independent living or work skills and to access
education, paid work and other supports. It is intensive work with a social worker, psychologist,
occupational therapist or community development worker, sometimes seeing a client several times a
week. Overseas such work is, on the whole, highly recognized and well paid. In Australia poorly
funded agencies usually employ new graduates whom they then train in rehabilitation technologies
only for them to accept better-paid positions elsewhere.56
Are Prisons the New Mental Asylums or Return to Early Colonial Times?
Of rising concern is the number of people with a severe mental illness who are now incarcerated in
prison. The question must be asked if this blurring of prisoners and people with mental illness in our
present-day criminal justice system represents a return to early colonial times when the pragmatics of
the day gave authority to such judgements.
The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, on behalf of the Australian Federal Government,
conducted research into the health of Australian prisoners at the time when they entered prison in
2009. According to a research by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare:
... a high proportion of prison entrants have mental health problems, high levels of
psychological distress and a history of head injury leading to a loss of consciousness.
…Other findings show a quarter of prisoners visited a prison health clinic – with most
visits being for health checks or to manage specific conditions such as diabetes or mental
illness.57
The report found that 37% had been diagnosed by a medical professional as having a mental illness.
The proportion of prisoners taking prescribed medications for a mental health disorder was 18%.
When asked about their psychological stress, 50% of female prisoners and 27% of male prisoners
reported high or very high stress levels. The Australian Bureau of Statistics reported that the total
number of prisoners across all States and Territories at 30 June 2009 was 29,106. Ninety per cent
were men with two-thirds aged 20-29 years. The median age of prisoners is increasing, a factor that
affects the demographic composition of prison populations.58 Aboriginal prisoners represent 26% of
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the prisoner population and 2% of the general population.59 In Victoria the number of prisoners rose
by 13% in 2012-2013 due to longer sentences, even though crime rates are down.
Data above are reinforced by research carried out in 2007, where researchers found that ‘major
mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and clinical depression are between three and five times
higher in offender populations than those expected in the general community’.60 Forensic
psychiatrist, Danny Sullivan, estimates that one in two prisoners suffers a mental disorder and likens
prisons to psychiatric hospitals.61 By comparison, the rate of severe mental illness is between 4% and
5% of the general population. Also, in the general population, the percentage of people with high
prevalence disorders, such as anxiety, is 12%.62A shortfall in beds is identified as one underlying
problem. In the 1970s, Australia had more than 30,000 psychiatric beds for a population of 15
million. Over forty years later, with a population of 23 million, there are only 8,000 private and
public psychiatric beds.63
In Victoria, the State government recently announced the Ravenhall Prison Project, a Department of
Justice public private partnership for the building and running of a male 500-bed prison to be ready
in 2017. The Victorian government states that ‘this will add much needed capacity to the State’s
prison system’. What is staggering is that 75 of these new beds are for mentally ill prisoners.64 In
addition, a facility for an extra 395 beds to deal with the abolition of suspended sentences for serious
offences is also planned by adding capacity to existing prisons.
The point stressed by professionals in the mental health field, similar to the pleas made by advocates
in colonial times, is that seriously mentally ill people should not be in prison, but in a forensic
institution such as Thomas Embling at Forensicare, or other arrangements, such as halfway
rehabilitation centres not generally available in Australia.65 For prisoners in regular prisons with
serious mental illnesses, obtaining correct medications is difficult, often waiting weeks to see a
doctor. Like all prisoners they are transient, moved regularly from one prison to another for security
reasons. Their medication cannot be taken into prison when sentenced and there are delays in seeing
a doctor for a prescription. Further, when they leave prison their mental health is often unstable due
to problems around medications and this is a major cause of homelessness.66
Forensic mental health services aimed at preventing people with serious mental illness who have
committed a crime or have been deemed not guilty because of mental impairment from entering the
prison system are now established across Australia, funded by State and Territory Governments.
There are too few places for the increasing demand and many are placed in the criminal justice
system because there is nowhere else.
Patients in a government forensic institution are provided with leading-edge forensic psychiatric and
psychological treatment and rehabilitation services. Those allocated a bed in forensic institutes, such
as Thomas Embling Hospital, have a better chance of rehabilitation, recovery and reintegration into
the community. Thomas Embling was set up when J Ward was closed and is part of the Victorian
Institute of Forensic Mental Health. Michael Burt who closed J Ward and was the first Director of
Forensicare speaks about values included in the design of Forensicare stating:
For community reasons as much as any real threat posed by the possibilities of patients
escaping, a formidable security perimeter was constructed. This perimeter was designed
to have minimal external impact through use of colour and landscaping but more
importantly, inside the hospital, each ward was designed so that the perimeter was barely
visible.67
Patients at Forensicare can provide input about the programs and supports they need, have
professional and peer support, enjoy physical and educational programs as well as fair management.
The problem is that there are too few beds mainly due to few patients leaving. Again, fears around
risk by government and by society and lack of accommodation prevent people from exiting.68
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Rob Hulls, former Victorian Attorney General, now director of the new Centre for Innovative Justice
at RMIT, is advocating for a justice reinvestment approach to prevent people going to prison. In a
recent newspaper article he cited the closure of prisons in Texas as a model for consideration, stating
that it costs $500m to build a prison and over $100,000 p.a. to keep a person in prison while it costs
around $52 p.a. for community-related supervision. Money saved from closing prisons can be rediverted to community supports with improved outcomes for the person and for the community.69
Fear Expressed Around Risk
A recent article in the journal newparadigm argues the need for professionals and carers to support
consumer decision-making with a list of principles underpinning the argument. Principle number 6
states that ‘people have a right to take risks in their lives’.70 Everyone, when asked, agrees
wholeheartedly with this principle. That is, until someone jumps in front of a train or off a building
that results in questioning and blame of relevant government ministers, departmental authorities and
those services and professionals supporting the individual.71
Community’s fear of people with a mental illness is now concentrated around issues involving risk
despite public education and the ability of articulate consumers to advocate for themselves. Risk,
fuelled by fear, is the background to clinical and community service provision. I have previously
pointed to the lack of bed space at Thomas Embling Hospital as partly due to concerns around
identified risks as well as lack of appropriate accommodation for people when they leave. Risk
hinders the realization of the rights of people with a mental illness.
Risk has always been an issue and in colonial times people did escape from asylums despite high
walls and guards. Record keeping was required and used for evidence for discharge. It was as if
records could impose some order on the chaos of lunacy and were a basis for decisions about a
person’s space, both within the asylum and outside. Files were also kept as an historical record. By
comparison, professionals working in mental health today write up their files as records of good
practice but also against a background of professional scrutiny and anxieties around litigation, as
well as media and society’s propensity to focus on, and sensationalize, adverse situations especially
where mental illness is a factor. It is estimated by professionals that 80% of their time is taken
writing up case files, leaving 20% for direct client contact.72
Professionals, particularly psychiatrists, supporting people with a mental illness are often asked by
courts to give their personal assurance that a person can stay mentally well and remove themselves
from criminal situations. They accept and yet question their place of mediation between an individual
and a court, stating that it should be the community that accepts such risks, rather than an individual
professional being held accountable.
This reticence by society to accept risk hinders a person’s chances of recovery. Without taking the
risk of wellness when adequate supports are in place, both the individual and their community
maintain that in-between space initially attributed to them by colonial governments and will never
know whether recovery was possible.73
Conclusion
At the beginning of this paper I posed exploration of the legacies from colonialism that continue to
affect people with a mental illness in Australia. We have read of some positive reforms such as
deinstitutionalization and some negative practices, attitudes and stigmas that continue today.
The most significant adverse legacy stemming from colonial days is witnessed in today’s use of
prisons to detain and house people with a serious mental illness. That blurring and mixing of
criminals with people with serious mental illnesses, irrespective of intention, reaches back to early
colonists’ pragmatic approach in order to address whatever day-to-day problems arose, including
where to place and contain ‘the lunatics’.
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We have seen how prisons and lunatic asylums were built on spaces proclaimed specifically for their
purposes, usually outside of towns, out of view and backed by Acts and Statutes. In turn, social
relationships were determined by these spaces with ‘inmates’ needing to serve their time in prison or
prove their sanity in an asylum. Today, despite many prisons being privately run, these two specific
spaces have merged. Prisons are identified as the new mental asylums because, as stated previously,
over 50% of the prisoners have a mental disorder and 37% have a mental illness. Australia’s
pragmatism is sometimes a cloak for both governments’ and society’s prejudices.
There have been hundreds of lunacy and mental health acts and statutes passed in Australia over
nearly 200 years, all with the aim of reform, of improving the lives, rights and freedoms of people
with mental illness, of amending language, removing stigma, regulating treatments and the use of
mechanical restraints, setting out conditions for involuntary treatment orders, the roles of boards in
forensic settings, role of chief psychiatrist, review boards and community visitors and use of ECT.
However, it is colonial legislation around lunacy and prisons that continues to provide the
foundations and categories for today’s legislative reforms. Each act and statute refers to its previous
form as it addresses and reforms regulations. In Victoria, when searching for suitable land to set up
Forensicare the only land that seemed feasible was the site of the former Fairlea prison and near the
first lunatic asylum at Yarra Bend.
Language, especially words like those listed in Sandy Jeff’s ‘Thesaurus of a Madness’ such as
‘lunatic’, ‘maniac’, bedlamite’ and ‘moon struck’ are used in newer symbolic ensembles as
alternatives to ‘the curse’. They continuously reinforces earlier social constructions of where people
with a mental illness fit. How we speak about madness remains the biggest hurdle preventing people
with mental illness being fully accepted as equals. It is often our language that maintains stigma and
uses it to label and debase others.
Examples of the use of such value-laden symbols in everyday language are numerous. On page one
of The Age on 13th June 2013 was the heading about a cricketer, ‘Batsman Must Have a Screw
Loose’. On 24 March, 2011 Australia’s Shadow Treasurer, Joe Hockey, at a sitting of the House of
Representatives, shouted, ‘the Prime Minister is clearly delusional. In fact, I note that the former
Leader of the Opposition is up in the gallery, medical Dr Brendan Nelson. If he were in this place he
would diagnose the Prime Minister with delusional disorder and prescribe appropriate drugs’.74 At
Movie World in Queensland there is a ride, named after Batman’s locus for his recruits, called
‘Arkam’s Asylum Shock Therapy’ inviting riders to experience shock therapy. On November 3,
2011 the chief editor of website RiotACT, providing feedback to the development of a new Adult
Acute Mental Health Inpatient Unit in Canberra, the nation’s capitol, referred to it as a ‘loony bin’.
When SANE’s Stigma Watch personnel asked for amendments, the editor responded that ‘loony is
an acceptable colloquialism of lunatic … and in this instance I believe a reasonable use of the
English language’.75
We don’t need explanations for out-of-date portrayals of people with a mental illness with even the
youngest members of society understanding historic scenes from Bedlam and depictions of insanity.
A recent production by the Victorian Opera in April 2012 of The Rake’s Progress, based on one of
William Hogarth’s 8 paintings from 1733, Bedlam, was a modern interpretation of the opera, with
current-day costuming and use of modern technology including mobile phones in constant use on the
stage. However, the ‘mad scene’ reverted to costume, lighting and set devices that closely depicted
the 18th Century painting. The asylum patients were removed from current reality with spastic-type
gaits, pulled faces, animal-type noises and strange clothing. These resonated with the audience’s
unconscious interpretative images and symbols that society still relates to, without need for
education.
Ricoeur, in his work Oneself as Another, argues that self-other relations are necessary for a healthy
society, that a society’s well-being is in jeopardy if its definition of self is not tied in a relationship
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with what was previously ‘the other’.76 When will people with severe mental illness become wholly
subjects, not objects or ‘the other’?
Finally, until there is a general understanding of the effects of colonialism and the symbolic language
of chaos and insanity, and insights into the way our national pragmatism cloaks our disinterest and
prejudice against mental illness, Australia will continue to misdiagnose, and mistreat people with
mental illness leaving them lost in prison, metaphorical or real, rather than recovering in a
community prepared to take the risk to support them and welcome them wholeheartedly as equals in
a post colonial world.77
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